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Who are the coaches?
WriteHere, Right Now Day Intensives are led by Dr. Will Medd and/or Dr. Laura Premack. Both are former
lecturers with international reputations who became coaches after successful academic careers. They bring an
intimate understanding of the experience of academic life, and they share a commitment to coaching with
professionalism, emotional sensitivity, and humour.
About Will Medd
Will Medd, a professional certified coach, developed the one-day, live coaching writing intensive (WriteHere,
Right Now) which sets the foundation for Write Club. He regularly delivers this programme around the country,
inviting people to find what works for them and supporting them in developing effective, regular and balanced
writing practices. He is passionate about enabling people to be at their best while balancing academic work with
the rest of life.
Will is a highly qualified coach and combines this skill set uniquely with robust experience in scholarly writing.
As PhD student (1995-2000), contract researcher (2000-2006) and lecturer (2006-2013), Will was an REF active
researcher, well versed in the challenges of interdisciplinary and cross-institutional research. He started
coaching in 2009 and has been full-time since 2013, running coaching programmes including workshops, 1-1
coaching, coach supervision, ‘train the trainer’ and team coaching. He has co-written coaching training material
for VITAE and two coaching books, Your PhD Coach (2013) and Get Sorted! (2015), as well as a resource
‘FailuretoLearn’ (www.failuretolearn.com).
Will is deeply committed to developing conditions of challenge and support which are conducive to all
participants engaging and learning. His sessions are regularly scored as ‘excellent’ and comments have included:
“respectful, sensitive to needs of the group”, “fantastic, created a really safe atmosphere to expose the issues
raised”, “excellent, very patient when dealing with quite a few of us, kept us on track”, and “exceptional –
humane, forgiving, thoughtful and able to bring out the best in a diverse group.”
You can find out more about will at www.willmedd.com and www.academiclives.com
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About Laura Premack
Laura Premack is a coach and writer who spent nearly fifteen years in academia before changing course in 2019.
She earned graduate degrees at Harvard University (EdM ’02) and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(PhD ’13, MA ’07), and has held academic appointments in both the US and the UK, as a postdoctoral fellow,
assistant professor (tenure-track), and permanent lecturer. While trained as an historian, she embraced an
interdisciplinary approach to her scholarship, along with a focus on making her work accessible to the broader
public. Her publications include peer-reviewed articles and book chapters as well as essays for literary journals
and blogs. She is currently writing creative nonfiction.
Laura’s longtime passions are writing and teaching — she did her PhD largely to have something to write about
— and she has participated in and led writing groups across the United States. She brings an extensive
background in education to her work as a coach, having taught at Lancaster University, Bowdoin College, Keene
State College, and UNC-Chapel Hill, where she received consistently outstanding evaluations. Her students
describe her as “engaging,” “inspiring,” “enthusiastic,” “passionate,” “fair,” and “funny.” A head of department
noted her talent for guiding “lively, informed, engaging, and, at times, truly inspired,” discussion. Her work at
the university level is informed by the years she spent as a schoolteacher before entering academia and her
training at the Harvard Graduate School of Education and as a Teach For America corps member (Phoenix ’98).
Laura’s coaching rests on a combination of mindfulness, productivity and inquiry, and her commitment is to
helping people live and work with ease and purpose. To learn more about Laura, you can visit her website at
www.laurapremack.com.
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